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Abstract

Exclusive differential cross sections of virtual-photon radiative proton capture in pd™3Heqeqey at a proton energy of
190 MeV have been measured for the first time. The leptonic-angle dependence of the measured cross section is exploited in
order to determine the electromagnetic response functions in the time-like region. The data are compared to a relativistic
gauge-invariant impulse approximation and a Faddeev calculation. Differences between theoretical predictions and data are
discussed in terms of enhanced magnetic radiation possibly originating from virtual D excitations. q 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 13.75.Cs; 25.10.qs; 25.20.Lj

Radiative capture and its time-reversed process,
photodisintegration, are well known as a valuable
source of information on the high-momentum com-
ponents of the nuclear wave function. Due to the
large momentum mismatch, these reactions are cor-
respondingly sensitive to two- and three-body mech-
anisms. In this respect, the study of the radiative
capture into 3He is particularly important. This
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three-body system forms the bridge between the
simple two-body nucleon-nucleon case and heavier
nuclei.

While the real-photon radiative capture pd™3He
qg has been extensively studied for proton energies

w xbetween 100 and 500 MeV 1–7 , information on the
corresponding virtual-photon process pd™3Heq

q y w xe e is scarce. The only measurements available 7
are for proton energies of 98 and 176 MeV. Further-
more, the data are confined to two photon angles
Ž .408 and 808 and to virtual-photon masses smaller
than 8 MeV. The virtual-photon process is particu-
larly interesting since the dependence on the polar

0370-2693r00r$ - see front matter q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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and azimuthal angles of the observed lepton pair
determines photon-polarization observables which are
conventionally cast in the form of Response Func-

Ž .tions RFs . In addition, the virtual photon can be
longitudinally polarized. Polarization observables are
important to understand the dynamics of the process.

w xIn particular, Ref. 8 showed that for virtual-photon
emission from proton-proton collisions, the trans-
verse RFs are particularly sensitive to non-nucleonic
degrees of freedom whereas the longitudinal RFs are
influenced by the inclusion of negative-energy states.

In this Letter, we present the first measurement of
the cross section for pqd virtual-photon capture
just below pion-production threshold, an energy
regime which is specially suited to probe mesonic
degrees of freedom and hadronic excitations in nu-

Ž CMclei. The beam energy of 190 MeV E s130
. ŽMeV and the photon angular range covered 608 to
.1708 are of particular interest since a large discrep-

ancy between microscopic model predictions and the
Žreal-photon radiative-capture cross sections mea-
.sured concurrently in the present experiment is

w xknown to exist 1,3,5,9 . Exploiting the wide range
covered for the observables of the virtual photon, we
demonstrate for the first time the possibility to ex-
tract the electromagnetic RFs from the measured
differential cross sections. A cylindrical liquid-de-

Ž 2uterium target 20 mm diameter and 126 mgrcm
w x.thick 10 , with 4 mm thin aramid windows, was

used. The Small-Angle Large-Acceptance Detector,
w xSALAD 11 , allowed to measure the direction of the

outgoing 3He for polar angles )68 and full az-
imuthal coverage. The Two-Arm Photon Spectrome-

w xter, TAPS 12 , was used to measure the momentum
of the real photon or the directions and energies of
the two leptons following virtual-photon radiative
capture. In the latter case the thin plastic scintillators
in front of the BaF crystals of TAPS were used to2

identify the leptons. Polar angles between 608 and
1708 were covered in a broad azimuthal band on
either side of the beam. Detector efficiencies and
other details of the setup can be found elsewhere
w x13,14 .

With the momenta and kinetic energy of all three
Ž .outgoing particles measured in total 9 observables ,

the kinematics of the reaction is overdetermined
Žsince only 5 observables are independent the other

four are constrained by momentum and energy con-

.servation . From any five measured observables one
can calculate the remaining four observables for that
event and compare them with the measured values.
Setting windows on this comparison eliminates back-

Ž .ground random events. Furthermore, time of flight
information has been exploited to reduce the experi-
mental background to a negligible level. This is

w xextensively discussed in a forth coming paper 13 .
In Fig. 1 a well-defined capture peak can be ob-
served for both the real- and virtual-photon cases,
with no evidence for background contamination. The
lower centroid energy in the virtual-photon spectrum
is due to the energy loss of the leptons traversing the
thin plastic scintillators and their light-guides. The
known response of TAPS reproduces the experimen-
tal energy distribution, demonstrating that the back-
ground is indeed negligible.

Using the integrated beam intensity obtained by a
Faraday cup, differential cross sections as a function
of u CM and for virtual radiative capture also asg

function of M have been determined. For the exper-g

imental determination of differential cross sections,

Fig. 1. Photon CM energy spectra for the pd™3Heqg Ž) . pro-
cess at a bombarding energy of 190 MeV as measured with TAPS

Ž . Ž .for real top and virtual bottom photons. The solid lines repre-
sent the simulated response of TAPS.
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the data were corrected for the calculated accep-
w xtances and the measured detector efficiencies 13,14 .

The total systematic uncertainty of "17% is due to
the uncertainty in the integrated luminosity of 370"

40 pby1, and in the detector efficiencies. We have
identified 12000 real-photon capture events and 300
events from the pd™3Heqeqey reaction. Only
events with invariant mass M )15 MeV were se-g

w xlected 13,14 .
The differential cross section as a function of u CM

g

Ž .is shown in Fig. 2, for both real- top panel and
Ž .virtual-photon bottom panel capture processes. The

real-photon capture cross sections are in good agree-
w xment with previously published data 5–7 . Further-

more, the data are compared to calculations with a
w x Ž .relativistic gauge-invariant model 3 dotted curve

w x Ž .and a recent Faddeev calculation 15 dashed curve .
The latter includes initial-state interactions as well as
p and r meson exchange currents explicitly, with

w xthe method outlined in Ref. 16 . The calculation

Ž . Ž .Fig. 2. The real- top and virtual-photon bottom capture cross
sections of the pd™3Heqg Ž) . reaction as a function of u CM.g

Present data are shown as full dots. Empty dots, and full and
w xempty diamonds are data from Refs. 5–7 , respectively. The lines

are the results of calculations using a relativistic gauge-invariant
Ž . Žmodel solid and dotted curves and a Faddeev calculation dashed

.curve as discussed in the text. For the virtual-photon case the data
and calculations are integrated for M )15 MeV.g

shown as the dotted curve is qualitatively in agree-
w xment with the microscopic calculations of Laget 1 ,

where the one- and two-pion exchange contributions
are explicitly calculated. The solid line is discussed
below.

The experimental differential cross section for the
virtual-photon capture process is compared with the
same relativistic gauge-invariant model as used for
the real photon case but extended to include virtual

w xphotons 3 , dotted lines in Figs. 2, 4 and 5. In this
model, the amplitude includes radiation from all
external particles. Other contributions, such as me-
son-exchange diagrams, are not explicitly calculated

Žbut are effectively included via an internal or con-
.tact amplitude constructed by applying gauge in-

²3 < :variance. The covariant He pd vertex is based on
3 w xa calculation of He 17 with the recent Argonne

v18 nucleon-nucleon potential together with the Ur-
bana IX three-nucleon interaction. The discrepancy
noted for the real-photon capture cross section is also
observed for the virtual-photon capture process in
the angular range 708-u CM -1408. The experimen-g

tal ratio of the real-photon cross section to the
Žvirtual-photon cross section integrated for M )15g

. Ž . y3MeV is 2.5"0.2 =10 , in agreement with the
y3 w xtheoretical prediction of 2.6=10 3,13 .

The differential cross section, in the CM frame,
for the pd™3Heqeqeyprocess can be decom-
posed into longitudinal, transverse, transverse-trans-

w xverse and longitudinal-transverse components 2,3 :
5 2 < <q y q yd s a P m m k 1e e e e p He

s 3 < <dV dM dV p M8p sg g ll g

=
2 l 2

21y sin u Wll T2½ ž /Mg

4 l 2
2q 1y cos u Wll L2ž /k0

2 l 2 sin2u ll
q W cos2fT T ll2Mg

2l sin2u ll'q 2 W cosf , 1Ž .LT ll 5k M0 g

< < < <with a the fine-structure constant, k and p the
Ž .absolute momenta of the virtual photon mass Mg
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram, in the CM frame, for the reaction
pd™3Heq eq ey. Shown are the polar angle, u CM , and the twog

leptonic angles u , f corresponding to the polar and azimuthalll ll
1 Ž .angles of the momentum-vector ls k y k .q y2

Ž .and of the incoming proton mass m , respectively,p

and k the photon energy; m is the mass of the0 He
3He and s the invariant energy squared. The vari-
ables describing the leptons l, u and f are shownll ll

< < 3 Ž 2 2 .q yin Fig. 3, the factor P s4 l rk M y4me e 0 g e

comes from the evaluation of the leptonic phase-space
in the CM frame, where m is the electron mass.e

ksk qk is the 4-momentum of the virtual pho-q y
Ž . qton and k ,k are the 4-momenta of the e andq y

ey, respectively. The electromagnetic RFs, W , de-i
CM w xpend on s, M and u 3,9 . At small invariantg g

masses W is similar to the quantity measured in anT

unpolarized real-photon capture; it is an incoherent
sum of the photon helicity l ) sq1 and l ) sy1g g

contributions. The interference of these two ampli-
tudes is expressed in W , and at small invariantT T

masses it is equivalent to asymmetry measurements
with linear-polarized photons in the reaction gq3He
™pd. Finally, W and W are specific for dileptonL LT

production and in particular W carries informationL

on the radial current distribution.
To extract the RFs from the data we follow the

w xprocedure described in 13,14 . For the transverse RF
averaged over the experimentally-covered u CM ,g

events for which the energy-sharing angle u -408ll

are selected in order to minimize the contribution
Ž Ž ..from W see Eq. 1 . For these events the inte-L

grated cross section as a function of M is deter-g

Žmined and divided by the phase-space integral ob-
.tained from a Monte Carlo integration . The result of

this analysis is shown in Fig. 4. Over the entire u CM
g

Žangle covered by this experiment the model dotted
.line underestimates W . To extract all other RFs,T

the non-vanishing contribution of W has to beT

subtracted from the data. This is done with the help
of a model which can fit well the measured cross

w xsections. Refs. 13,14 have shown that the extracted
RFs are then only weakly dependent on the model
predictions for W . In an attempt at fitting theT

w xreal-photon cross sections, Ref. 9 introduces an
Ž .ad-hoc parameter a which enhances the magnetic

contribution. Calculations of this model with as1.2
are shown as solid lines in Figs. 2, 4 and 5. This
value of a is chosen such that it best fits the
real-photon capture cross sections at 190 MeV. With

Žthe prediction of this model for W solid line in Fig.T
.4 the other RFs are extracted from the data. The

error bars shown in Figs. 4 and 5, include the
statistical accuracy of the data as well as the system-
atic error associated with the uncertainty in fitting
the transverse response function to the measured

Ždata. Analysing the events with u )408 to enhancell
.the longitudinal contribution the data show that the

extracted longitudinal RF is consistent with zero for
all photon masses, which is consistent with the small
values predicted by theory.

To study the interference RFs W and W , theT T LT

cos2f and cosf dependence of the cross sectionll ll
Ž Ž ..see Eq. 1 is exploited. Furthermore, we have
divided the data-set into two regions of the polar
angle of the virtual photon 708-u CM -1058 andg

1208-u CM -1458, respectively. In Fig. 5, the ex-g

Fig. 4. The averaged transverse RF, W , as a function of theT

invariant mass, M , for energy-sharing angles of u -408. Theg ll

data are shown as solid dots, with a bin width of 13 MeV. The
solid and dotted lines are the results of the calculations performed
with a relativistic gauge-invariant model as discussed in the text.
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 5. The averaged RFs W top panel and W bottom panelT T LT

as a function of the photon mass M for two ranges in the polarg

angle of the virtual photon. The bin size of the data is 25 and 40
MeV for the low- and high-M data points, respectively. The solidg

and dotted lines are the results of calculations performed with a
relativistic gauge-invariant model as discussed in the text.

Ž . Žtracted averaged RFs W top panel and W bot-T T LT
.tom panel are shown.

Ž .For small M 15-M -40 MeV , the data indi-g g

cate a sign change of W in going from virtual-pho-T T

ton polar angles 708-u CM -1058 towards back-g

ward angles 1208-u CM -1458. The calculationg

Ž .dotted lines on the top panel of Fig. 5 does predict
a sign change but with the opposite phase. For W ,LT

the data are described by the calculation, except for
small M in the region 708-u CM -1058. Further-g g

more, our analysis confirms that contributions to the
RFs that are proportional to sinf and sin2f arell ll

absent, as required for a reaction with a two-body
w xfinal state 2,3,9 . In general for a three-body final

state these RFs are non-zero. This fact was experi-
mentally verified for the pp™ppqeqey reaction
w x14 . The large discrepancy between theoretical pre-
dictions and experimental data for both the real- and
virtual-photon capture cross sections implies en-
hanced transverse radiation which could be attributed
to magnetic contributions. An example of such a
process is the virtual excitation of the D. This pro-
cess is not taken into account in the theoretical
predictions shown as dotted lines in Figs. 2, 4 and 5,

w x Žand also not in the Faddeev calculations 15 dashed
. w xline in Fig. 2 , nor in the calculations of Laget 1 .

It is interesting to note that the ad-hoc modifica-
tion introduced into the impulse approximation model
to fit the cross section, affects the RFs in different

Ž .ways cf. solid and dotted curves in Figs. 4 and 5 ,
demonstrating the model sensitivity of the RFs.

In summary, for the real- and virtual-photon pro-
cesses, pd™3Heqg Ž) ., differential cross sections
as a function of the polar angle of the photon in the
CM frame are obtained. For the virtual-photon cap-
ture process, we have for the first time studied the
decomposition of the pd™3Heqeqeycross section
into four electromagnetic RFs. Large discrepancies
are observed between calculations and data. This
could be interpreted as enhanced magnetic radiation
in the capture process, pointing to the importance of
processes such as virtual D excitation. Microscopic

w xcalculations 8 have shown that contributions from
virtual D excitation are important in proton-proton
bremsstrahlung at similar CM energies. Future
planned experiments aim at determining the RFs
with higher accuracy since, as shown here, these
observables provide unique sensitivity to theoretical
models.
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